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You post hate literature, then try to remove it like a dictator.
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You are ill prepared to participate in democratic institutions.
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Canada has evolved its traditions through mature politics and discussion.  This is why hate literature is frowned upon, and even banned in
some instances.
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Turkey was at the doorstep of joining the West and Europe when an autocrat took control.
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That autocrat represents regressive politics and a backwards viewpoint on how societies should work.
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It represented closedness, control, repression by force.
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Posted just now  Report post

This is what this web group is that you have created.

  Quote  Edit
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A Turkish caliphate, denoting LGBT people as unclean and purging opinions that contradict that.
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True liberals allow diversity of opinion, but also actively resist authoritarians who would impose religion on others.
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I will be resisting your efforts to seep your mediaeval viewpoint into a democratic process.  

  Quote  Edit
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It's poison.

  Quote  Edit
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Democracy is to discuss different viewpoints openly not to dictate one o�cial opinion.

  Quote  Edit
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I entertained your participation in this forum for a time but you have not evolved and have not matured.
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When I was a moderator you constantly threatened to leave.
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But your ridiculous viewpoints were protected as a "free speech" issue.
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Posted just now  Report post

And now you refuse to accommodate the same right that others granted you.

  Quote  Edit
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Even though the quality of the forum deteriorated, and others left.
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So you should now do the right thing and leave the forum forever.

  Quote  Edit
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